Includes 100% CASH REFUND in case of Cancellation

SPEND 4TH OF JULY IN SOUTH BEACH MIAMI

CLEVELANDER SOUTH BEACH HOTEL & BAR
CLASSIC QUEEN ROOM

JULY 2 – 7, 2020

INCREDIBLE PRICE!!

Only $995 per person
double occupancy

INCLUDES
Roundtrip Air, 5 Nights Hotel
Daily Breakfast, WiFi
Roundtrip Transfers, Resort Fees
Premium Travel Insurance
100% refund in case of cancellation

Payment In Full
Due on or before April 17, 2020!

Call 586-775-7300.
CLEVELANDER SOUTH BEACH HOTEL & BAR
Experience the energy of Miami like never before at Cleveland South Beach Hotel. Perched on Ocean Drive in the heart of the Art Deco District, this hotel is an icon on the Miami Beach scene. Spend your days lounging on the beach, chilling at the hotel’s POOL+PATIO or dozing on the beautiful SPF4 Sun Deck. As the sun goes down, the action ramps up; feel the electricity on the dance floor as you sip a cocktail and soak up the vibe amidst breathtaking city views at C-LEVEL.

CLASSIC QUEEN ROOM
The Classic Room offers a cozy refuge from the poolside action and is located in the Historic North Tower, with queen bedding. When it's time to recover from your active day, find your retreat in your chic guest room with free Wi-Fi, RAIN showers and ultra-comfy bed. Room Features: In-Room Amenities, HDTV Flat Screen, RAIN Shower, 300 Thread-Count Bedding, Blackout, Curtains, Iron & Ironing Board, Bath Amenities, 2 Line Phone, Hair Dryer, ihome BT Clock radio w/USB, In-Room Safe, Soft Water System, Custom Artwork

Call 586-775-7300.

DINING
Perched in the middle of Ocean Drive, Clevelander's signature restaurant redefines American dining for visitors and South Beach locals. This restaurant's selection changes seasonally to ensure the freshest, best tasting flavors. Lunch and dinner menus have plenty to satisfy your hunger after a day of shopping or exploring Miami, including items such as Grilled Churascos, Buffalo Chicken Sliders and the Clevelander Burger.

ACTIVITIES
You don't have to go far to discover some of the most fun things to do in Miami since the best entertainment in the city is near Clevelander South Beach. Join your fellow sports fans on Monday and Thursday nights for hotel football watch parties, ascend to the rooftop for weekend cocktails and music at C-LEVEL, take the plunge at the infamous Splash Pool Party and end your week on a high with more Sunday football. In addition to weekly events, Clevelander South Beach also hosts special parties with complimentary access throughout the year.

C-LEVEL ROOFTOP TERRACE
Located on Clevelander's 6th floor, C-LEVEL Rooftop Terrace gives you beautiful scenic views of the Miami skyline, Ocean Drive, and the beach. Hotel guests have access to lounge in the sun by day. On Friday and Saturday nights, C-LEVEL turns into a relaxing bar and lounge complete with Open Bar and VIP Table Packages available for purchase onsite. Dance the night away with the signature drink in hand and let the Miami skyline be your background.
CELEBRATE 4TH OF JULY IN SOUTH BEACH MIAMI

July 2 - 7, 2020

CLEVELANDER SOUTH BEACH HOTEL
Classic Queen Room

**********************
ONLY $995 per person
double occupancy
**********************

PACKAGE INCLUDE
Roundtrip Air, 5 Nights Hotel
Daily Breakfast, WiFi
Roundtrip Transfers, Resort Fee
Premium Travel Insurance
100% refund in case of cancellation

Call 586-775-7300

**********************
Payment In Full
Due on or before April 17, 2020

CLICK BELOW TO SEE MORE TRAVEL OPTIONS
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St. Clair Shores, MI 48080 586-775-7300

SEVEN SEAS TRAVEL
27719 HARPER AVENUE
ST. CLAIR SHORES, MI 48080
586-775-7300
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